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● Quiz 9 Review

● HW3 in Review

● Term Project

● Apache Spark

NOTE:  Feel free to bring laptops, code, and questions!
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1. Memory residency of data is one of the key enabling concepts in Spark.

○ True

2. RDD Transformation operators in Spark do not necessarily result in an RDD.

○ False

3. Actions on an RDD must result in an RDD

○ False
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4. Spark consults the lineage graph for an RDD as part of the sequence of operations leading 

up to loading portions of the data in memory.

○ True

5. The primary  objective of lazy evaluations of RDDs is to avoid repeated passes over the 

same underlying files.

○ True

6. Once persisted, an RDD is memory resident on the machine where the driver program is 

executing

○ False
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7. RDDs are recomputed (by default) every  time you run an action on them.

○ True

8. Transformation operations on RDDs can involve at most 2 RDDs

○ False

9. Actions on an RDD do not necessarily have data locality.

○ False

10. Pair RDDs expose partitions that allow you to act on each key in parallel or regroup data 

across the network

○ True
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● Interviews will be conducted Monday, April 20 - Friday, April 24

○ 30 minute time slot between 8:00 AM - 7:00 PM (MDT)

○ Run one/two jobs and discuss problem answers and approaches

○ Reserve a time using the SignUpGenius link sent in Canvas

● HW3-WC is due Sunday, April 19 @ 5:00 PM (MDT)
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● Every team received proposal feedback via Canvas

● No team needs to submit a new proposal

○ Your opportunity to meet our suggestions will be during your presentation

○ If you have any questions, ask us!

● Final Deliverables: Source codes (April 30) and report (May 1)
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● Make sure Spark writes all temp files, event logs, and local data to:

○ /s/<machine>/a/nobackup/cs455/<user>/ and not .../tmp/... 

○ Or write to HDFS (which also writes in the /nobackup directory

● Spak produced a lot of logs

○ You may want to go through and clear them out periodically
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● Each V in G has an associated  value (rank)

● Contributions are sent to neighboring nodes 

with a value of the current rank divided by 

the number of total neighbors

● Contributions are accumulated at each node

● The algorithm continues iteratively until 

convergence
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● Sample links.txt  file staged in HDFS

1: 432 567 56347 98793

2: 945345 324 8768 1 6765 80980 342346 98123

3: 234 867876 234234 9080 2359 123

...

99999: 342345 6765 123123 8769986 1234234 6878 
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● Now we parse the file into a Pair RDD of the form (pageID, [outgoing links])

val textFile = spark.read.textFile("/links.txt") 

var links = textFile.map(line => line.split(":"))

            .map(pair => (pair(0),pair(1).trim.split(""))).rdd

            .persist(StorageLevel.MEMORY_AND_DISK)

● The links Pair RDD will look as follows:

((1,[432,567,56347,98793]),

 (2,[945345,324,8768,1,6765,80980,342346,98123], ...)
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Recall the file format:
1: 432 567 56347 98793



● Create a new Pair RDD to hold the ranks and calculate their initial values

val pages = links.count()

var ranks = links.map {case (k, v) => (k, 1.0/pages) }
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Recall the links Pair RDD format:
((1,[432,567,56347,98793]), ...)

● The ranks Pair RDD will look as follows:

((1, 0.00001), (2, 0.00001), (3, 0.00001), ...)

We will continue to reassign this variable



● We now iteratively update the ranks of all the pages

1. for( i <- 1 to 25){

2.  ranks = ranks.join(links).flatMap {

3.   case (k,v) => for(page <- v._2) 

4.    yield (page,v._1/v._2.size)

5.   }.reduceByKey((a,b) => a+b)

6. }
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Recall links:
((1,[432,567,56347,98793]), ...)

Recall ranks:
((1, 0.00001), (2, 0.00001), ...)

Does not consider convergence



● Join the links and ranks Pair RDDs by their key

1. for( i <- 1 to 25){

2.  ranks = ranks.join(links).flatMap {

3.   case (k,v) => for(page <- v._2) 

4.    yield (page,v._1/v._2.size)

5.   }.reduceByKey((a,b) => a+b)

6. }

● The output will looks as follows:

((1,[0.00001,[432,567,56347,98793]]), (2,[0.00001,[945345,...]]), ...)
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Recall links:
((1,[432,567,56347,98793]), ...)

Recall ranks:
((1, 0.00001), (2, 0.00001), ...)



● Calculate all the values from neighbors that we need to sum later

1. for( i <- 1 to 25){

2.  ranks = ranks.join(links).flatMap {

3.   case (k,v) => for(page <- v._2) 

4.    yield (page,v._1/v._2.size)

5.   }.reduceByKey((a,b) => a+b)

6. }

● The output will looks as follows:

((432,0.000002), (567,0.000002), (56347,0.000002), ...)
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Result of joining ranks and links
((1,[0.00001,[432,567,56347,98793]]), ...)



● Calculate new ranks Pair RDD by summing across all the keys with reduceByKey

1. for( i <- 1 to 25){

2.  ranks = ranks.join(links).flatMap {

3.   case (k,v) => for(page <- v._2) 

4.    yield (page,v._1/v._2.size)

5.   }.reduceByKey((a,b) => a+b)

6. }

● The output will looks as follows:

((432,0.000031), (567,0.000112), (56347,0.000008), ...)
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Recall the result of flatMap
((432,0.000002), (567,0.000002), ...)



● Once done iterating, sort the ranks in descending order

● Then write the file out to disk

  ranks.swap // this swaps the key and value

  .sortByKey(ascending=false)

  .saveAsTextFile("/PageRanks.txt")
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val spark = SparkSession.builder.appName("PageRank").getOrCreate()
import spark.implicits._

val textFile = spark.read.textFile("/links")
var links = textFile.map(line => line.split(":"))

   .map(pair => (pair(0),pair(1).trim.split(" "))).rdd
   .persist(StorageLevel.MEMORY_AND_DISK)

val pages = links.count()
var ranks = links.map {case (k,v) => (k,1.0/pages) }
for( i <- 1 to 25){
    ranks = ranks.join(links).flatMap {

        case (k,v) => for(page <- v._2)
       yield (page, v._1/v._2.size)

        }.reduceByKey((a,b) => a+b) 
}
ranks.swap.sortByKey(ascending=false).saveAsTextFile("/PageRanks.txt")
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**Disclaimer**

● Unlike the previous example, this example has not been thoroughly tested

● It may require some additional modifications to be run successfully
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● GraphX expects three inputs to create a graph

val graph = Graph(nodes, edges, defaultNode)

● In the case of PageRank, these will be the following:

○ nodes: ((id1, rank1), (id2, rank2), ...)

○ edges: ((id1, id2), (id2, id3), ...)

○ defaultNode: 0
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● Create the nodes similar to  previous example

val pages = links.count()

val nodes = links.map {case (k, v) => (k, 1.0/pages) }

● Create edges, again using the same links Pair RDD

val edges = links.flatmap {case (k,v) => v.map((k,_)) }

● This splits our links up into flattened a Pair RDD:

((1,432), (1,567), ...)
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● Initialize the default node

val defaultNode = 0

● Create the graph

val graph = Graph(nodes, edges, defaultNode)

● And run PageRank?

graph.pageRank(25, 0)
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Number of iterations

Reset Probability



…
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